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Not at all clear
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Feedback on CFC
We are considering restructuring the Cross Faculty Courses at St. Xavier's Autonomous, Mumbai. Give 
honest feedback on your experience of the CFC that you have completed in your 4th Semester.

Please enter your UID (To be used only to prevent duplication of respondents) *

Course you have enrolled for last year (Select one) *

Physics behind Astronomy, Photography and Technology- Department of Physics

Did you get your choice of CFC offered *

Were the course objectives clear at the start of the course? *
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Yes

No

Other:

1 point

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

1 point

Very low

1 2 3 4 5

Very high

Not at all effective

1 2 3 4 5

Very effective

Not at all effective

1 2 3 4 5

Very effective

Were the course objectives stated in the syllabus met? *

Quality of the Teaching-Learning Experience *

Generation of interest in the subject *

Effectiveness of the evaluation formats in CIA *

Effectiveness of the End Semester evaluation *
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Negative (Lowered my SGPA)

Did not affect my SGPA

Positive (Increased my SGPA)

No

Somewhat

Yes

No

Somewhat

Yes

Yes (as it is)

Yes (with revision)

No (Change to a single CFC in Arts or single CFC in science)

Restructuring CFC

Impact of the marks obtained in CFC on your overall SGPA *

Has the CFC contributed to your personal development in any way? *

Has the CFC contributed to your intellectual development in any way? *

Should the current structure of diverse CFC linked to specific departments be retained *
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Response to these items will help to focus change efforts in a specific direction

Yes

No

Course content

Instructor expertise

Teaching method

Evaluation format

Other:

This form was created inside of St. Xaviers College.

Would a single common CFC in Science for all Arts students, and a single common CFC in
Arts for all Science students, be better according to you? *

Restructuring of diverse CFC should focus on changes in (You may choose more than one
option. For 'Others', please specify the aspect for change)

Any other constructive suggestions (especially regarding content for the common CFC)
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